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India is a huge and swiftly progressing nation with twenty nine different states and seven union
territories. India has a fusion of many religions, castes and languages. You will experience great
unity in diversity in every part of India. So in short the country you will come across is further more
varied and complex than one can imagine. India in the long run has been known for its world
celebrated monuments and buildings, lush green gardens, glorious temples, snow covered
mountains and many more dazzling scenic beauty one will explore on tour to India. If one is
travelling to India then one should keep in mind of these practical things that will help in making your
trip an amazing commemoration of the life time.

First of all one should know about the weather of the country. The Climate of a particular destination
always plays an essential role in making trip a success. The typical weather of the country is
generally sultry with hot and dry summers. There are gentle winters from the month of October to
March. During the rainy season moderate to high rainfall is experienced in certain parts. During
winters the northern part of India and many hilly regions have cool winters. The best time to travel to
India is during the months of October to March, when you save yourself from the hot and humid
climate of the country.

There are numerous tourist places one can holiday on excursion to the country India. The country is
very varied when it comes to travel. For that reason one needs to decide before hand as to which
tour he would like to go for! You will find beautiful breathtaking beaches in many states of India
particularly famous are Goa and Kerala. There are peaks covered with snow to the north most part
of the country in the region of Jammu and Kashmir. The state is known for its charming aesthetic
beauty and nature. There are famous hill-stations in the country like Mount Abu, Manali, Lonavala,
Nainital, and Darjeeling which is famous for its Darjeeling tea. Some of the frequently visited states
are Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Goa and south of India. The Golden triangle is a wonderful tour
one should undertake in India. Therefore one should plan in advance as these places have different
peak seasons and climate.

The best part is that every tourist place in India has excellent lodging facilities; one can opt
according to one's expanding power. There are five star hotels in almost every popular city followed
by economical hotels, lodges, guest houses and Dharamshalas which you will find only in India.

India is known for its varied range of regional food. The country has ample choice of eating outlets
right from fast food outlets to multi specialty cuisine restaurants. One should definitely taste Gatte ki
Subji of Jaipur, Petha of Agra and thepla of Gujrat. Admired restaurants have bar services also.

The handicrafts of India are well liked and one can purchase them as a memento for their loved
ones and friends. You should shop from local markets where you can bargain easily and buy stuff at
reasonable rates. All modes of public transport are well developed in the country. One needs to
have prior knowledge to make full utilization of the services available.
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Sara Hasan has deep interest in writing informative articles on Travel and Tourism in India. Also
given her words to a portal for a India Tours where one can find info on a India Tour Packages, a
Kerala Tours and other destinations of India. Explore: india-tours.net
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